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Restricted spatial regression in practice:
geostatistical models, confounding, and
robustness under model misspecification
Ephraim M. Hanksa*, Erin M. Schliepb , Mevin B. Hootenc,d and
Jennifer A. Hoetingd
In spatial generalized linear mixed models (SGLMMs), covariates that are spatially smooth are often collinear with
spatially smooth random effects. This phenomenon is known as spatial confounding and has been studied primarily in
the case where the spatial support of the process being studied is discrete (e.g., areal spatial data). In this case, the most
common approach suggested is restricted spatial regression (RSR) in which the spatial random effects are constrained to be
orthogonal to the fixed effects. We consider spatial confounding and RSR in the geostatistical (continuous spatial support)
setting. We show that RSR provides computational benefits relative to the confounded SGLMM, but that Bayesian credible intervals under RSR can be inappropriately narrow under model misspecification. We propose a posterior predictive
approach to alleviating this potential problem and discuss the appropriateness of RSR in a variety of situations. We illustrate RSR and SGLMM approaches through simulation studies and an analysis of malaria frequencies in The Gambia,
Africa. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the traditional spatial generalized linear mixed model (SGLMM), y D .y1 ; : : : ; yn /0 is a set of observations of the random field of interest,
where yi is the observation at spatial location si , i D 1; 2; : : : ; n. For a given link function g./, the transformed conditional mean of y is
z D .´1 ; : : : ; ´n /0 D .g.E.y1 //; : : : ; g.E.yn ///0 , and the linear predictor of the SGLMM can be written as follows:
z D Xˇ C ;

  N.0; †/

(1)

where ˇ are regression parameters on covariates in X, and  D .1 ; : : : ; n /0 is a zero-mean random effect with spatial covariance matrix †.
The term ‘spatial confounding’ has been used to describe multicollinearity among spatial covariates X and the spatial random effect 
in (1). Hodges and Reich (2010) note that confounding can be strong enough that fixed effects ˇ that are important under a non-spatial linear
model may be non-significant when a spatial random effect is included. Paciorek (2010) showed that this confounding can lead to bias in
estimation, especially when the spatial random effect  is spatially smooth and has a large effective range of spatial autocorrelation.
The most common proposed approach in recent literature to alleviate potential spatial confounding is to constrain the spatial random effect
 to be orthogonal to the fixed effects in X (Hodges and Reich, 2010; Hughes and Haran, 2013). In the restricted spatial regression (RSR)
approach, the linear predictor of the SGLMM (1) is replaced by
z D Xı C .I  Px /;

  N.0; †/

(2)

where Px  X.X0 X/1 X0 projects onto the space spanned by the columns of X. Then   .I  Px / is a spatial random effect that is
orthogonal to X.
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In the existing literature (e.g., Hodges and Reich, 2010; Hughes and Haran, 2013), RSR has been proposed as a way to recover the
unbiased estimates of the regression parameters under a non-spatial (NS) model with linear predictor
z D Xı:

(3)

Hughes and Haran (2013) suggest a reduced rank approach to spatial analysis under the RSR framework and suggest that the Moran
eigenvectors form a natural set of basis functions for spatial random effects orthogonal to the fixed effects in X.
However, RSR (2) carries strong assumptions for the fixed effects in spatial models. Under the NS and RSR models, the regression
parameters ı in (2) and (3) model the unconditional relationship between the transformed mean z of the response y and the predictors in
X, where all variability in the direction of X is explained by the linear function Xı. In contrast, under the SGLMM (1), the regression
parameters ˇ model the conditional relationship between z and the predictors X, conditional on the spatial random effect . The implications
of choosing among inference on the unconditional regression parameters and inference on the conditional regression parameters have not
been fully explored.
We compare RSR and SGLMM modeling approaches in the presence of potential confounding between first order (mean-structure)
and second order (covariance) modeling components. While spatial confounding has been the subject of considerable recent work
(Reich et al., 2006; Hodges and Reich, 2010; Paciorek, 2010; Hughes and Haran, 2013), we specifically consider spatial confounding in
spatial models with continuous support (i.e., geostatistical models). Spatial confounding has perhaps seen less attention in the continuous
spatial support literature as the original purpose of Kriging (e.g., Cressie, 1993) was for prediction. Increasingly, however, geostatistical spatial models are used to account for spatial autocorrelation in studies where the main focus is on the interpretation of the relationship between
spatial covariates and a response (e.g., Diggle and Ribeiro, 2007). In this setting, spatial confounding can have a significant effect on the
estimation and interpretation of regression parameters in an SGLMM.
In Section 2, we briefly review RSR for models with discrete (areal) spatial support. We then propose an approach for fitting geostatistical
RSR models using Markov chain Monte Carlo and note the importance of considering the support of the process being modeled when
constraining random effects in RSR. In Section 3 we consider the effects of model misspecification and show that posterior credible intervals
for regression parameters under RSR can be inappropriately narrow if the true model is the SGLMM. In Section 4, we show that, conditional
on the spatial random effect, RSR is a reparameterization of the SGLMM. We use this relationship between RSR and the SGLMM to propose
a posterior predictive approach to appropriately expand RSR credible intervals under model misspecification. In Section 5, we conduct a
detailed simulation study of RSR and SGLMM approaches for a wide variety of spatial models with Matern covariance. In Section 6, we
apply RSR and SGLMM approaches to modeling malaria incidence in The Gambia, Africa. In Section 7, we conclude with a discussion of
the relative advantages and disadvantages of RSR and SGLMM under different study aims.

2. SPATIAL SUPPORT AND RESTRICTED SPATIAL REGRESSION
2.1. Restricted spatial regression for models with discrete spatial support
In the existing literature, RSR has been employed almost exclusively in spatial models for areal data where observation locations occur on
a lattice. In this case, a common model for spatial autocorrelation in  is the intrinsic conditional autoregressive (ICAR) model. Let the
support of  be the nodes (or vertices) V D 1; 2; : : : ; n of a graph G D .V; A/ with adjacency matrix A, where Aij D 1 indicates an edge
exists between nodes i and j , and Aij D 0 indicates no edge. In the standard ICAR model, the spatial precision (inverse covariance) matrix
Q D † 1 is assumed known, up to a multiplicative parameter  2
QD

1
.diag.A1/  A/
2

(4)

One considerable computational advantage of the ICAR model for  is that the precision matrix Q is typically sparse and fixed up to a
multiplicative constant. Restricting the spatial random effect   N.0; Q1 / to be orthogonal to the fixed effects X can be accomplished
by representing the random effect  as a linear combination of basis vectors orthogonal to X. Hughes and Haran (2013) use the Moran
eigenvectors, which are the eigenvectors of .I  Px /A.I  Px /. The resulting eigenvectors are orthogonal to X (Boots and Tiefelsdorf, 2000)
and Hughes and Haran (2013) propose a reduced rank approach to RSR by keeping only a subset of the Moran eigenvectors. Of particular
note is that the Moran eigenvectors only depend on A and X and thus only need to be computed once if an iterative algorithm is used for
model fitting or inference. Similar approaches using Moran or related spatial eigenvectors to account for spatial autocorrelation or missing
spatial covariates have been used (e.g., Griffth, 2000; Griffth and Peres-Neto, 2006; Tiefelsdorf and Griffth, 2007).
2.2. Restricted spatial regression for models with continuous spatial support
When spatial locations occur in continuous space, it is common to assume that the spatial covariance matrix † is a function of the spatial
locations (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) and parameters  that govern spatial autocorrelation. A common model for continuous spatial autocorrelation is the
Matern class of covariance functions in which the .i; j /-th element of † is given by




p dij 
p dij
1
;
(5)
2
2
K
†ij D  2 C .dij I / D  2



./21

244

where dij is the Euclidean distance between the spatial locations of the i -th and j -th observations,  2 is the partial sill parameter,  is the
Matern smoothness parameter,  is a range parameter, and K ./ is the modified Bessel function of the second kind (e.g., Cressie, 1993).
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In contrast to the ICAR model (4), in which the precision matrix is fixed up to a multiplicative constant, updating the covariance parameters
  .;  2 ; / of a random effect with Matern covariance changes the covariance matrix nonlinearly. Updating  in an iterative procedure
(e.g., an MCMC sampler or numerical optimization routine) requires inverting the covariance matrix †./ to evaluate the likelihood. If a
Moran eigenvector approach to RSR is used, a new eigenvector decomposition will need to be computed each time  is updated. One possible
approach to making this computationally feasible is to consider a discrete uniform prior on the range parameter  (e.g., Diggle and Ribeiro
Jr, 2002) and pre-compute the Moran eigenvector decomposition for each value of  in the support of the prior. A reduced rank approach
following that of Hughes and Haran (2013) could potentially be used for continuous spatial data by keeping only Moran eigenvectors for
each value of  that correspond to positive eigenvalues. However, the number of positive eigenvalues may change with , leading to variation
in the dimensionality of the Moran basis.
If  is allowed to have continuous support, a computationally efficient approach to implementing RSR without dimension reduction within
an MCMC sampler is to constrain  to be orthogonal to the fixed effects by ‘conditioning by Kriging’ (Rue and Held, 2005). In this approach,
a sample from   N.; †/ with the RSR constraint (4) that X0  D 0 is obtained by first sampling from the unconstrained distribution
  N.; †/

(6)

and then applying the transformation

1 0 
 D   †X X0 †X
X

(7)

If X has p columns representing p covariates, then the transformation (7) requires only the inversion of the p  p matrix X0 †X, leading to
a computationally efficient approach to implementing RSR for models with continuous spatial support.
2.3. Restricted spatial regression for partially-observed random fields
The idea of restricting the spatial random effect  to be orthogonal to fixed effects (4) is intuitive when the support of the observations
y1 ; : : : ; yn is identical to the spatial support of , but care is required in the geostatistical case where the spatial field is not fully observed.
As an example, consider the case where the spatial support is discrete, and the response is only observed at a set of n spatial locations
fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn g, while the full support of the random field is the set of n observed locations together with a set of m unobserved locations
(snC1 ; snC2 ; : : : ; snCm ). We assume here that the covariates X are observed on the full support of the random field. Under the SGLMM (1),
the joint transformed mean of the response at the observed (zo ) and unobserved (zu ) locations is





  
Xo
o
o
zo
D
ˇC
; 
 N.0; †/
(8)
zu
Xu
u
u
The most natural approach to RSR in this case would be to restrict the random effect   .0o 0u /0 to be orthogonal to X  .X0o X0u /0 on the
full spatial support of the system, so that
X0  D 0:

(9)

Model fitting in the case of partially observed discrete spatial support could be accomplished using the approach of Hughes and Haran (2013)
by computing the Moran eigenvectors of the graph of the full spatial support. However, the resulting regression parameters would no longer
be analogous to the NS (3) parameter estimates, as the restriction in (9) no longer requires the spatial random effect o to be orthogonal to
the fixed effects Xo on the support of the observations.
If the spatial support is continuous rather than discrete, then both X.s/ and .s/ are defined continuously on s 2 S, although typically,
observations of the process of interest are only available at a discrete set of locations. In this case, the RSR restriction could be defined by
an inner product
Z
X.s/.s/ds D 0:
(10)
s

In practice, this restriction could be approximated by considering both X.s/ and .s/ on a regular (or non-regular) grid of fine spatial resolution and approximating the integral with an appropriate summation using quadrature weights. If conditioning by Kriging (6)–(7) is used,
the RSR restriction does not provide a significant computational hurdle. However, approximating the constraint (10) requires inference on
 on a fine grid regardless of the dimensionality of the observations, which can be computationally intensive. Additionally, (10) requires
knowledge of the spatial covariates X.s/ continuously (or on a fine grid) across the study region. If MCMC is used for inference, computationally efficient approaches for conditional simulation of  (and X, if needed) on a fine grid include Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF)
approximations to the Gaussian field  (Lindgren et al., 2011) reduced rank approximations (Cressie and Johannesson, 2008), such as predictive process approaches (Banerjee et al., 2008), or fast spectral methods (Nychka et al., 2002; Wikle, 2002; Hooten et al., 2003; Royle
and Wikle, 2005) for sampling random fields.
As an alternative to requiring orthogonality on the full support as in (10), we could consider restricting the spatial random effect to be
orthogonal to the fixed effects only at the observation locations. Under this approach, the constraint is given by
X0o o D 0
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thus relaxing the constraint on u in (8). This approach is appealing because it only requires observation of covariates Xo at the spatial
locations of the observations yo and because inference only requires inversion of matrices with dimension equal to the number of observed
spatial locations. However, this approach ignores the full support of the spatial field, and the interpretation of the regression parameters ı is
less clear. In the case of the SGLMM (1), the regression parameters ˇ model the conditional linear relationship between X and y, conditioned
on the full spatial random effect . Under the restriction (9) on the full spatial support, the regression parameters ı model the unconditional
linear relationship between X and z on the full spatial support. Under the restriction (11), the regression parameters model the unconditional
linear relationship between Xo and yo at the observed spatial locations.

3. COLLINEARITY OF FIXED AND RANDOM EFFECTS
The RSR (2) has been proposed as an approach to recover the point estimates of regression parameters in an NS (3) model. However, under
model misspecification, inference for the unconditional regression parameters ı can lead to spurious conclusions about the importance of
the fixed effects in the model. When the spatial random effect  is collinear with one or more covariates, the potential confounding between
them can result in unidentifiability (or weak identifiability) of the relationship between the covariates and the response y (see e.g., Paciorek,
2010, Section 2.1). For example, consider a Gaussian spatial linear mixed model (SLMM) with one fixed effect x that has no relationship
with the response y, so ˇ D 0 and




(12)
y D 1 C 0x C  C ;   N 0;  2 I ;   N 0; †  :
In (12), the response y is independent of x but is dependent on , which is an unobserved spatially smooth covariate modeled by a Gaussian
process. If x and  are collinear, then it will be easy to misspecify the model. For example, if either an NS linear model


(13)
y D 1 C ˇx C ;   N 0;  2 I
or an RSR model
y D 1 C ˇx C .I  Px / C ;



  N 0;  2 I ;



  N 0; † 

(14)

were used, parameter estimates could indicate a significant relationship between x and y through a non-zero estimate of ˇ. We formalize this
through an examination of the coefficient of determination .R2 /.
Consider the case where x and  are independent mean-zero Gaussian random fields with Matern covariance (5)
x  N.0; † x /;
†xIij 

  N.0; †  /

x2 C .dij I x /

†Iij 

(15)
2 C .dij I  /

The random fields x and  are by definition independent, but we show in the supporting information, Section S1, that the mean of the
coefficient of determination (R2 ) between x and  is approximately
EŒR2 

n
n
1 XX
Cx .dij ; x /  C .dij ;  /
n2

(16)

iD1 j D1

under a linear approximation and the assumption that both x and  are zero-centered. For a fixed distance d , the Matern correlation function
C .d; / approaches zero as  ! 1 and approaches 1 as  ! 0, leading to the following properties of the linear approximation (16) to the
coefficient of determination between two Matern random fields:
1. As x ! 0, EŒR2 ! 0.
2. As  ! 0, EŒR2 ! 0.
3. As x ! 1 and  ! 1, EŒR2 ! 1.
These results show that even when  and x are independent, if both are spatially smooth, then  and x are likely to be collinear and
unconditional inference on ˇ through the NS or RSR models could lead to spurious conclusions about the importance of x in the model. In
Section 5 and Section 6, we verify, through simulation, that posterior credible intervals for RSR regression parameters can be inappropriately
narrow under model misspecification.
Reich et al. (2006) note that collinearity in fixed and random effects can lead to variance inflation and suggest that RSR alleviates this
inflation because of confounding. However, inference on regression parameters under RSR is strongly related to inference on regression
parameters in the NS model (which also assumes that all random effects are orthogonal to the fixed effects). In the supporting information,
Section S2, we consider specifying a uniform prior for ı and taking an empirical Bayes approach to estimate the marginal variance  2 under
2 under RSR. In this situation, the posterior mean of ıjy under NS is the OLS estimate
the NS model and the non-spatial (nugget) variance nug
0
1
0
2
0
1
.X X/ X y, and the posterior variance is  .X X/ . Under RSR, the posterior mean is also .X0 X/1 X0 y, and the posterior variance is
2 .X0 X/1 , which is a scaled version of the NS estimate. Under an REML approach, the estimates of marginal (under NS) and nugget
nug
2 6
O 2 , and the resulting marginal posterior variances of regression parameters under RSR will be smaller
(under RSR) variances satisfy O nug
than marginal posterior variances under the NS model. Thus, when the data are Gaussian, posterior variances for regression parameters under
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RSR can be smaller than corresponding posterior variances under a NS model, and RSR and NS models will often provide similar inference
on regression parameters as both constrain all variation in the space spanned by X to be explained by the fixed effects.
In the next section, we propose a posterior predictive approach to inference on regression parameters that maintains the RSR posterior
mean but appropriately inflates the posterior variance to reflect uncertainty because of potential confounding with random effects.
For non-Gaussian data, a nonlinear link function will induce some dependence between the fixed effects and the RSR random effect, even
though they are orthogonal. This dependence can result in differences in inference on the regression parameters under NS or RSR models.
This discrepancy in inference is evident in our data example in Section 6.

4. POSTERIOR PREDICTIVE INFERENCE ON REGRESSION PARAMETERS
Paciorek (2010) noted that, without prior assumptions or constraints on the spatial random effect , the SLMM model may be unidentifiable.
We show that the RSR model (2) can be seen as a reparameterization of the SGLMM (1) when conditioning on the spatial random effect .
The linear predictor can be written as follows:
z D Xˇ C 
D Xˇ C Px  C .I  Px /
D Xˇ C X.X0 X/1 X0  C .I  Px /
h
i
D X ˇ C .X0 X/1 X0  C .I  Px /
D Xı C .I  Px /:
Thus, given data fy; Xg, the conditional likelihood LSGLMM .yI ˇ; / of the data under (1) is identical to the likelihood LRSR .yI ı; / under
(2), where
ı  ˇ C .X0 X/1 X0 :

(17)

It would thus be impossible to choose between the SLMM and RSLMM models based on in-sample data alone. This has important implications for studies in which understanding the fixed effects has a high priority, as ˇ in (1) and ı in (2) may lead to vastly different interpretations
of the effect of covariates in X on the response y.
As SGLMM and RSR are reparameterizations of each other, it is possible to obtain inference on both the conditional (ˇ) and unconditional
(ı) regression parameters jointly through posterior prediction (Gelman et al., 2004, p.8) of derived quantities like (17). When fitting the
SGLMM model (1) to the data using MCMC, at the k-th iteration of the MCMC sampler, after sampling ˇ .k/ and .k/ from their respective
full-conditional distributions, a sample from the posterior predictive distribution of the marginal regression parameters ı can be directly
obtained via evaluating (17) using the current state of the Markov chain
ı .k/ D ˇ .k/ C .X0 X/1 X0 .k/ ;
and posterior predictive inference on ıjy can be obtained using the resulting samples.
When fitting the RSR model to the data, samples of  are not obtained in the MCMC algorithm; rather, samples of .I  Px / are obtained
through conditioning by Kriging (6)–(7). As a result, we cannot use (17) to directly obtain posterior predictive samples of ˇ under RSR. As
an alternative, we propose posterior predictive inference on the derived quantity
Q̌ D ı  .X0 X/1 X0 ;
Q

Q  N.0; †/;

(18)

which retains the mean value of the unconditional regression parameter but adjusts the variance to reflect the possible collinearity between
fixed and random effects. Samples from the posterior predictive distribution of Q̌ can be obtained by conditioning on ı .k/ and † .k/ ;


Q̌ .k/  N ı .k/ ; .X0 X/1 X0 † .k/ X.X0 X/1 :
(19)
Our goal in proposing the use of posterior predictive inference on Q̌ in RSR is to retain the mean value of the unconditional regression
parameter ı from an RSR analysis and also retain the computational benefits of RSR, while adjusting the posterior variance to reflect the
possible collinearity between fixed and random effects.

5. SIMULATION STUDY
In comparing SGLMM and RSR approaches with spatial modeling, we have described situations where posterior distributions of the unconditional regression parameters ıjy under RSR have the potential to be inappropriately narrow. Under a frequentist framework, this would
result in an elevated rate of Type-1 errors in which ı was incorrectly found to be significantly different from zero. A Bayesian analogue to
the Type-1 error is the Type-S error of Gelman and Tuerlinckx (2000). If a regression parameter (ˇk or ık ) is truly zero, then we will consider a Type-S error to have occurred if a 95% equal-tailed posterior credible interval for the regression parameter does not overlap zero. We
conducted a simulation study to examine Type-S errors for RSR and SGLMM under a variety of scenarios, including model misspecification
and different combinations of variance parameters.
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Figure 1. Simulation study to examine Type-S error rate in restricted spatial regression model. A spatial random effect Á (a) and a covariate x (b) were
simulated on a fine grid. The resulting response y (c) was simulated. To simulate partial observation of the spatial random field y, 100 locations (white circles)
in the unit square were randomly chosen. Varying levels of Matern smoothness parameter , spatial range  of Á, and spatial range x of x were used in
different simulations (this example realization was generated with  D 3=2,  D 0:4, and x D 0:1)

5.1. Simulation study 1: effect of covariance parameters on Type-S error rates
In simulation, we first examined the effects of spatial structure on Type-S error rates in continuous space models. In Section 3 and in the
supporting information, Section S1, we showed that the potential for collinearity between independent fixed and random effects increases as
the range of spatial autocorrelation increases. To examine this behavior, we randomly chose 100 point locations from .0; 1/.0; 1/ (Figure 1)
and simulated both x and  as independent mean-zero Gaussian random fields with Matern covariance as in (5).
We then simulated the response variable y using the SLMM (12) as the true model with model parameters given by ˇ D 0,  D 1:5,
2 D 1, and  2 D 0:1. We considered three values of the Matern smoothness parameter for both x and  ( D x D  2 f0:5; 1:5; 2:5g),
and four values of the range parameters x and  chosen so that the range of spatial dependence (defined as the distance at which
C . ; / D 0:1) varied from D 0:02 (little spatial
dependence) to D 0:40 (moderate spatial dependence). These values of were
p
calculated using the empirical relationship D  8 derived by Lindgren et al. (2011).
For each combination of smoothness parameter  (shared by both x and ), spatial range x of x and spatial range  of , we repeated
this simulation process 100 times. For each resulting data set, both SGLMM (1) and RSR (2) models were fit using MCMC, with Gibbs
updates for all parameters except for the range parameter  , for which we used a Metropolis–Hastings step tuned so that acceptance was
roughly 40%. Each MCMC sampler was run until the Monte Carlo standard error (e.g., Flegal et al., 2008) was smaller than 0.02 for all
model parameters. We considered a Type-S error to have occurred if a 95% equal-tailed posterior credible interval for the marginal posterior
of ˇjy (for SLM) or ıjy (for RSR) did not overlap zero. For this simulation study, we only considered RSR with the constraint that the spatial
random effect be orthogonal to the fixed effects on the support of the data (11).
We note that, while (17) could be used to estimate the conditional regression parameters while fitting the SGLMM, the results we report
for RSR are from a separate MCMC sampler. We have also estimated the conditional (RSR) regression parameters using (17) and found that
the results agree with the RSR results in our simulation study (results not shown).
Figure 2 shows the estimated Type-S error rates for RSR and SGLMM in this simulation where the true model is (12). Additional numerical
results are shown in the supporting information, Section S3. Over all simulations, the Type-S error rate for the SLM model was 0.051, while
the Type-S error rate for the RSR model was 0.218. The Type-S error rate for RSR increases in general as the range  of the spatial random
effect increases but is not affected strongly by the range x of the covariate x or by the Matern smoothness parameter .
5.2. Simulation study 2: Type-S error rates under model Misspecification
We next considered the effects of model misspecification on Type-S error rates in continuous space spatial models. As our first simulation
study showed that the Matern smoothness parameter  had little to no impact on Type-S error rates, we consider only  D 0:5 for this
simulation study. As in our first simulation study, we fixed ˇ D ı D 0,  D 1:5, 2 D 1, and considered four values of the range
parameters x and  chosen so that the range varied from D 0:02 to D 0:40. We fixed  2 D 0:4 (we specified  2 D 0:1 in our first
simulation study) to examine the effect of increased noise on Type-S error rates. We simulated 100 observation locations again randomly
from the unit square and simulated , x, and y for each of three models: the SGLMM (12), an analogous RSR model (14) with  constrained
to be orthogonal to x on the support of the observations (11), and an RSR model with the constraint that  be orthogonal to x on the entire
unit square (10). In this last case, we approximated the integral constraint (10) with the constraint that x and  be orthogonal on a 50  50
regular grid on the unit square. We then fit both SGLMM and RSR models to the resulting three data sets.
This process was repeated 100 times, and the overall Type-S error rates are shown in Figure 3 (additional numerical results are shown in
the supporting information, Section S3). RSR shows inflated Type-S error rates under model misspecification when the true model is either
the SGLMM or RSR with constraint on the full support. This holds true whenever  > 0:1 Type-S error rates for SGLMM are always near
or below the nominal rate of 0.05 under model misspecification. The increased marginal variance in the second simulation study reduced
the Type-S error rate in general, but the patterns of Type-S error rates for RSR under model misspecification are similar with less noise
(Figure 2) and more noise (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Simulation study to examine Type-S error rates of spatial generalized linear mixed model (SGLMM) and restricted spatial regression approaches
for continuous space models when the true model is an SGLMM. Both a spatial random effect Á and a covariate x were simulated at 100 randomly chosen
locations in the unit square. Varying levels of Matern smoothness parameter , spatial range  of Á and spatial range x of x were used. Collinearity between
independent x and Á can lead to increased Type-S error rates of restricted spatial regression under model misspecification, with increased range of the spatial
random effect Á leading to increased Type-S error rates. This potential collinearity does not increase the Type-S error rate under the SGLMM approach for
the simulations we considered. Additional numerical results are shown in the supporting information, Section S3

Figure 3. Simulation study to examine Type-S error rates of the spatial generalized linear mixed model (SGLMM) and restricted spatial regression (RSR)
approaches for continuous spatial support models under a variety of true models used for simulation. RSR shows inflated Type-S error rates under model
misspecification (when the true model is the SGLMM or RSR with restriction on the full spatial support), while the SGLMM and our proposed posterior predictive approach (RSR-PPD) are conservative under model misspecification. Additional numerical results are shown in the supporting information,
Section S3

5.3. Simulation study discussion
Our simulation studies indicate that RSR has an increased risk of Type-S error for regression parameters under model misspecification
for models with continuous spatial support. Conversely, Type-S error rates under the SGLMM when RSR is the generating model can
be below then nominal rate of 0.05. Additional research is needed to examine whether these low Type-S error rates correspond to a lack
of power under model misspecification. Type-S error rates for SGLMM and for the PPD approach (19) are always near or below the
nominal rate. An additional application specific simulation study in Section 6.2 confirms these results in a binary regression setting with
multiple predictor variables. We also conducted a similar simulation study for areal spatial data with ICAR covariance with analogous results
(results not shown).
These results indicate that posterior credible intervals obtained under RSR are likely to be inappropriately narrow under model misspecification. Care should be taken in making statements about the importance or statistical significance of variables based on RSR alone. The
PPD approach (19) retains the posterior mean of the RSR regression parameters, but in simulation, it increases the variance of the posterior
distribution of regression parameters and results in low Type-S error rates for all true models.
Our simulation study examines the effects of model misspecification when the true spatial generating model is known. In practice, the
true generating process that gives rise to observed spatially correlated data is almost never known. Our intent is to illustrate differences in
the inference provided by RSR and SGLMM approaches. Our simulation studies illustrate cases where spatial confounding is likely to be
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Figure 4. Spatial locations of 65 villages in The Gambia, Africa where children were tested for malaria. Shading indicates percent of children with malaria
(a), average age of individuals in the study (b), percent of individuals using bed nets (c), percent of those bed nets treated with insecticide (d), the normalized
difference vegetation index (e), and an indicator of whether a health center is present in the village (f). In all cases, darker shading indicates increased values
of the variable shown

present (when spatial covariates and the spatial random effect have a large range parameter) and indicate that the conditional regression
parameter estimates from RSR are likely to be less conservative than the unconditional regression parameter estimates from SGLMM.

6. EXAMPLE: MALARIA IN GAMBIA
We illustrate modeling in the presence of spatial confounding using binary presence and absence data of malaria in The Gambia, Africa
(Figure 4). Malarial infection status (present or not) was recorded for n D 2035 children in m D 65 villages in The Gambia. Additional
information recorded for each child includes the child’s age, an indicator of whether (1) or not (0) the child sleeps under a bed net, and
if so, an indicator for whether or not his or her bed net is treated with insecticide, the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) at
each village derived from satellite data, as well as an indicator of presence or absence of a health center in the village. The NDVI measure
and indicator for health center availability are common across all children in the i -th village. Further details about the data can be found
in Thomson et al. (1999), who first analyzed this data by fitting a logistic regression model adjusted for spatially correlated errors using
generalized estimating equations. Diggle et al. (2002) fit a geostatistical model to the data using an SGLMM.
Our goal is not to replicate these previous analyses. Rather, we use this data set that is publicly available in the ‘geoR’ package (Diggle and
Ribeiro, 2007) in the R statistical computing environment (R Core Team, 2013) to illustrate the benefits and potential pitfalls of modeling
SGLMMs using RSR. We begin with a data analysis and conclude with a simulation study.
6.1. Analysis of malaria data
Let yij be an indicator for the presence (yij D 1) or absence (yij D 0) of malaria in the j th child in the i th village. The covariate vector,
xij contains the covariates corresponding to the i -th child’s age, net use, and net treatment with insecticide and the j -th village’s NDVI and
health center availability. We consider binary SGLMM models with the probit (Gaussian CDF) link function and analyze this data using
probit regression models without spatial correlation (NS), with an unrestricted spatial random effect (SGLMM), and with a spatial random
effect constrained to be orthogonal to the covariates (RSR). Let


yij  Binom 1; ˆ.´ij / ;
(20)
where ˆ./ is the probit link function (ˆ.w/ D P .W 6 w/ if w  N.0; 1/). To match notation with previous sections, let z D
.´11 : : : ´nm m /0 be a vector of the ´ij for all villages (j D 1; 2; : : : ; m) and children (i D 1; 2; : : : ; nj ) in the study. Then the NS probit
regression model is specified by
z D Xˇ

(21)
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Diggle et al. (2002) found that, after fitting a similar non-spatial binary regression, a residual analysis indicated spatial heterogeneity in
the residuals. Our residual analyses yielded similar results (results not shown). To specify an appropriate model in this case, we follow
Diggle et al. (2002) and add a spatial random effect to the conditional mean of z in (21). The latent unrestricted model (SGLMM) we
specify is
z D Xˇ C K ;

  N.0; †/;

(22)

where † is a covariance matrix for a Matern (5) random field with smoothness parameter  D 1=2 (exponential covariance),  2 is the partial
sill parameter, and  is the Matern range parameter. The design matrix K links observations to spatial locations and has N D 2350 rows,
equal to the total number of children in the study and m D 65 columns equal to the number of unique spatial locations (villages) in the study.
All entries in the l-th row of K are zero except for Klj D 1, where the l-th individual in the study comes from the j -th village.
To illustrate an RSR approach to this analysis, we replace the spatial random effect K in (22) with a spatial random effect constrained to
be orthogonal to the fixed effects X. The resulting latent model is
z D Xı C .I  Px /K ;

  N.0; †/:

(23)

We note that, while we are modeling the latent spatial random effect  as continuous in space, we only have covariate values at the locations of
the 65 villages in the study. Without continuous spatial covariate information, we cannot constrain the spatial random effect to be orthogonal
to the fixed effects on the spatial domain of the study (10). Instead, we are constraining the random effect to be orthogonal to the fixed effects
on the support of the observations (11).
We have chosen in (23) to constrain the spatial random effect K to be orthogonal to X. This forces orthogonality on the support of X. An
alternative approach would be to constrain orthogonality between  and the mean of X at each spatial location. This could be accomplished
by constraining  to be orthogonal to .K0 K/1 K0 X using conditioning by Kriging (7).
We specified diffuse priors for the conditional (ˇ) and marginal (ı) regression parameters;
ˇ  N.0; 106 I/

(24)

ı  N.0; 106 I/:

(25)

We specified a conjugate inverse gamma prior for  2

with mean and variance of 10 and a truncated half Cauchy prior for the range parameter

;
Œ /

1
1
1 C  2 =1002 f2.0;75000/g;

(26)

where the upper bound of the prior distribution ( < 75000 m) was chosen so that the effective range of spatial correlation was less than half
of the maximum distance between two villages in the study region.
We constructed an MCMC algorithm to obtain samples from the posterior distributions of parameters in the NS, SLM, and RSR models.
In each case, the MCMC sampler was run until the Monte Carlo standard error (e.g., Flegal et al., 2008) was smaller than 0.01 for all model
parameters. Conjugate updates were used for all parameters except for , for which we used random walk Metropolis–Hastings updates.
Using methods described in Section 4, we also drew a sample from the posterior predictive distribution (RSR-PPD) of the conditional
regression parameters (19) in the RSR model at each iteration of the MCMC sampler.
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Figure 5. Boxplots of posterior distributions of model parameters given the Gambia malaria incidence data are shown for a non-spatial (NS) probit regression
model, a spatial generalized linear mixed model, a restricted spatial regression model (RSR), and a posterior predictive approach (RSR-PPD)
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Table 1. Type-S error rates under simulation
for the regression parameter associated with
normalized difference vegetation index in the
Gambia malaria data
Model Fit
True Model

SLM

RSR

RSR-PPD

SLM
RSR

0.069
0.004

0.700
0.083

0.069
0.001

Boxplots of posterior distributions of model parameters are shown in Figure 5. To illustrate modeling choices and consequences in
the presence of spatial confounding, consider the results for the regression parameters related to bed net use (Figure 5(c)) and NDVI
(Figure 5(e)). Under both the NS and RSR models, the 95% credible intervals of these parameters do not overlap zero, while under the
SLM model, the 95% credible intervals do overlap zero, leading to potentially conflicting results between the conditional and unconditional
relationships between bed net use, NDVI, and malaria prevalence.
The RSR decorrelates the fixed and random effects and results in faster mixing of model parameters, leading to quicker convergence of the
MCMC algorithms most often used for fitting spatial models. To illustrate this, we compared the effective sample size (ESS) (e.g., Givens
and Hoeting, 2012) of the MCMC samples of the regression parameter corresponding to NDVI for both SGLMM and RSR approaches with
the malaria data. In both cases, the MCMC algorithms were tuned so that the  parameter was accepted in the Metropolis–Hastings step
approximately 40% of the time. All other parameters were sampled using Gibbs updates from their respective full-conditional distributions.
As the MCMC samplers were terminated based on a fixed width stopping rule (Flegal et al., 2008), the MCMC chains under RSR, and
SGLMM approaches have different lengths. For a fair comparison, we considered the first 10,000 samples obtained from each MCMC
sampler. The ESS for the samples obtained under the SGLMM approach (ESS D 197:2) is an order of magnitude smaller than under RSR
(ESS D 3054:7). Similar results for ESS are obtained in our simulation studies and in the full analysis of the malaria data. In our experience,
the computational benefits of RSR over SGLMMs are especially pronounced when using ICAR priors on spatial random effects for areal
data and constitute one of the main advantages of RSR.
6.2. Simulation study
We conducted a simulation study motivated by the Gambia malaria data to compare SGLMM and RSR approaches in a binary regression
setting with multiple covariates. We specified the true model to be simulated from as the SGLMM model (20 and 22) with model parameters
(ˇ; ;  ) set equal to the posterior mean values from the SGLMM fit (Figure 5) except for the regression parameter corresponding to NDVI,
which we set equal to zero to allow us to examine Type-S error rates of various models in binary regression. Under this model, we simulated
malaria presence or absence (yij ) for each individual in the study and then fit the SGLMM and RSR models to the simulated data. We
repeated this simulation study for the case where the true model to be simulated from is the RSR model (20 and 23). Estimated Type-S error
rates from 1000 simulations from each true model are shown in Table 1. As in our previous simulation study, the RSR model shows a high
Type-S error rate when the true model is the SGLMM and an acceptable Type-S error rate when the true model is RSR. The SGLMM and the
posterior predictive distribution of unconditional regression parameters under the RSR model (RSR-PPD) are more conservative and exhibit
Type-S error rates closer to the nominal rate of 0.05 when the true model is the SLM and Type-S error rates below 0.05 when the true model
is RSR.

7. DISCUSSION
It is critical in any modeling endeavor to consider the aims of the study when specifying a statistical model, and the same holds in the
choice between SGLMM and RSR. Common goals of studies employing spatial random effects include inference on regression parameters
related to fixed effects, inference on variance parameters governing spatial autocorrelation, prediction at unobserved locations, mean function
estimation, and exploratory analysis of spatial variation not modeled in fixed effects. We consider the respective benefits of RSR and SGLMM
approaches for each of these in turn.
If inference on regression parameters is of highest importance in the study, the advantages and disadvantages of RSR and SGLMM
approaches are clear. RSR offers increased computational efficiency but at the cost of significantly increased risk of Type-S errors if the true
model is the unconstrained SGLMM or RSR on the full spatial support. If RSR is employed, the PPD approach (19) offers an approach that
retains the unconditional regression parameter mean but does not suffer from RSR’s increased risk of Type-S errors. Conversely, if the spatial
random effects are truly orthogonal to the fixed effects, then incorrectly fitting an unconstrained SGLMM could lead to underestimating the
size of the effect of the spatial covariates on the response, as correlation between the spatial covariates and the spatial random effect can
result in variance inflation. As SGLMM and RSR approaches can be represented as reparameterizations of each other (Section 4) it will
be difficult to choose between SGLMM and RSR models using standard model selection approaches, such as Bayes factors or information
criteria comparison (e.g., Spiegelhalter et al., 2002; Hooten and Hobbs, 2015). Instead, choosing among RSR and SGLMM approaches
should be based on an understanding of the system under study. In the absence of a compelling reason to assume that the random effects
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should be orthogonal to the fixed effects, we recommend erring on the side of caution and employing the conservative SGLMM or RSR-PPD
approaches over the RSR approach that is less conservative under model misspecification.
Consider choosing among RSR and SGLMM approaches when the generating mechanism for spatially autocorrelated observations is
assumed to be a spatially smooth missing covariate. Employing an RSR approach in this setting assumes that this missing covariate is
orthogonal to the measured covariates. In general, this is a strong assumption as smooth covariates are likely to be collinear (See the
supporting information, Section S1).
One common situation where a version of RSR would be almost universally acceptable is in the case where an intercept is included in
the fixed effects. The intercept is often treated as a nuisance parameter necessary in the model but not typically interpreted. Constraining the
spatial random effect  to be orthogonal to the intercept (but with no constraint relative to other fixed effects) can often improve mixing,
especially in the case where the range of spatial structure ( in the Matern (5) covariance function) is large. This constraint that 0 1 D 0
forces the random effect to be centered at zero and considers estimating spatial variability in the mean as a linear combination of the intercept,
fixed effects, and constrained random effect (Xˇ C .I  110 =n/). This constraint is commonly employed when dependence is modeled
using ICAR covariance (e.g., Besag and Kooperberg, 1995; Besag et al., 1995; Rue and Held, 2005)
If inference on the spatial mean function .Xˇ C / is of primary importance, RSR offers increased computational efficiency, and the
duality between RSR and SGLMM approaches described in Section 4 ensures that the mean function can be estimated equally well with
either approach.
If inference on variance parameters is of prime importance in the study, the RSR approach can be viewed as a Bayesian approach to
restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimation. When the parameters related to fixed effects are considered nuisance parameters, the
RSR approach provides increased computational efficiency and is recommended.
If the main goal of the study is prediction at unobserved locations, the chosen model needs to accommodate joint modeling of observed
and unobserved locations. This is straightforward in the SGLMM approach and in RSR if the constraint is on the full support of the observed
and unobserved locations (9). In simulation (results not shown), there is little difference in the mean-squared prediction error at unobserved
locations between these two approaches. Under RSR with the constraint only specified on the support of the observations (11), there is no
straightforward joint model for observed and unobserved responses. In this case, prediction is unclear.
In some studies, inference on the random effect  is an important exploratory goal. Examination of the posterior distribution of jy may
suggest new studies or provide insights into unmodeled mechanisms driving variation in the response. In this case, the RSR approach affords
an analysis of the residual spatial structure after accounting for the included spatial covariates. Plotting the posterior mean of .IPx / would
give a spatial residual plot that may provide intuition into missing covariates or the spatial locations of anomalies in the data not accounted
for by the observed spatial covariates.
In summary, we have shown that restricting spatial random effects to be orthogonal to fixed effects provides computational benefits and
can be accomplished for models with continuous spatial support but should be used with care because of the assumption that all variation in
the direction of the fixed effects be ascribed to them. If the parameters related to the fixed effects are considered nuisance parameters, then
RSR is often appropriate, but if inference on parameters related to fixed effects is a key goal, then the SGLMM and RSR-PPD approaches
are more robust to model misspecification.
Example code to carry out the SGLMM, RSR, and RSR-PPD approaches for geostatistical models as described in this manuscript is
available at http://sites.psu.edu/hanks/. Supplementary material for this article is available online at the journal’s website.
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